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Program

"Dutch" Suite in G Major
1. Mr. Minuit's Minuet
2. Panther Dance
3. Dance of the Grand Dams
4. The Lowland Fling

_Kailey Schnurman and Amanda Nauseef_
_Soloist or performer_

Fantasy for Bassoon

_Malcolm Arnold_
_(1921-2006)_

Concert Piece

_Burrill Phillips_
_(1907-1988)_

Intermission

Three Fantastic Pieces
1. Clouds
2. The Haunted House
3. Happy-Go-Lucky

_Kailey Schnurman_
_Mary Ann Miller, piano_

Tango Nova

_James W. Parker_
_(b. 1992)_

"In His Eyes" from _Jekyll and Hyde_

_Frank Wildhorn_
_(b. 1959)_

"Freedom" from _The Unauthorized Autobiography of Samantha Brown_

_Kait Kerrigan_  
_Brian Lowdermilk_

_Amanda Nauseef and Kailey Schnurman_
_Alex Greenberg, piano_

_Amanda Nauseef and Kailey Schnurman are from the studio of Lee Goodhew-Romm._